ROCKY MOUNTAINEER
- LUXURY ON WHEELS -

ROCKY MOUNTAINEER

CANADAS ROCKIES

AMAZING ROUTES

ALL ABOARD

Canada Western tourism started over 150 years ago, thanks to the train.
No surprise rail travel has become a Canadian staple when it comes to
travel.
Canada is such a wide country it is hard to travel the distance without
missing out on scenery, well, this train does it for you; embark on a
journey across the Rockies, the interior of British Columbia all the way to
Vancouver from the comfort of your seat, enjoying gourmet food and
drinks.

EXPERIENCE THE
UNFORGETTABLE :
7 MOUNTAINS RANGE
WINTER SEASON
4 ICONS ROUTES
1 MEMORABLE JOURNEY

Unbelievable experience
The Rocky Mountaineer is all about the
experience and Sentiers Prives is
happy to vouch for the quality of the
product. Through and through, this
service is the best that canadian railway
has to offer.
The staff is genuine and the training is
ongoing, the gourmet food, prepared
by world class chef is to die for, the
comfort of the car and the size of the
windows are incredible and of course,
the scenery that unfolds before your
eyes is breathtaking.
Check-out how the incredible crew
here !

Sentiers Prives makes life better
Booking with Sentiers Prives makes
your life easy ; we guarantee a
discounted rate and exclusive addson like suite with a view and dinner in
Kamloops!
Not to mention, we are here to advise
and coordinate the rest of the trip.
Possibilities are infinite ; combine your
train journey with a exclusive cruise
into the inside passage or a private
guide tour in the Rockies as well as
on the coast.

Gold Leaf service
We warmly recommend to upgrade
your experience to Gold leaf service.
Custom-designed bi-level dome lets
you sit up top and dine down below,
Fully domed windows with panoramic
views upstairs, Gourmet à la carte
meals served in a private dining room
with large picture windows on the
lower level, Reclining, comfortable
pre-assigned seating and so much
more!
Check-out the journey aboard Gold
leaf cart here.

First Passage to the West
There are multiple routes available
but the most popular one is First
Passage to the west. Travel through
Canada’s stunning Rocky
Mountains, alongside the powerful
Kicking Horse River, and pass by
monumental landmarks from the
early days of the National Railway.
This legendary route along the
Canadian Pacific track is famous for
uniting the country and connecting
British Columbia to Canada over 125
years ago.
Watch the video here.
Contact us today for a quote or more informations !

